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The World’s #1 vRA Alternative
Haven't heard of us until now? VMware has, and they wish they hadn't.
VMware’s vRealize Automation is complex, difficult to deploy, and of course expensive — not just to license,
but also to own and operate. It’s also in VMware’s best interests to “lock in” users to their platform.

Embotics vCommander
was our #1 Choice
over VMware vRA/
vCAC... its ease of use is
unmatched.
Cloud Services Architect,
Peak 10
www.peak10.com

What Makes Embotics® vCommander® the Best Alternative

FAST

Fast to deploy. You won’t need to be on the phone with support or
need engineers onsite to get the product working. All you need is
15 minutes and a virtual machine (VM).

EASY

Ease of use doesn’t stop with deployment. It extends all the way
from conﬁguration to the end consumer. With a user interface that
makes sense right out of the box, you won’t need to send anyone
for training.

AFFORDABLE

All the power, scalability and capability you need at a price that
will easily compete with the other guy’s support contract. Oh, and
did we mention no hidden professional services costs?

PLATFORM
NEUTRAL

Cool
Vendor
2016

vCommander

VMware vRA

Avoid vendor lock-in. Retain your freedom of choice to manage
your private, public and hybrid clouds, all from a single console.

TM

www.embotics.com
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Embotics vCommander Cloud Management Software
Time to Value and Ease of Use

Chargeback and IT Costing

A fully multi-tenant solution, with proven deployments

Provide visibility into virtual asset costs. vCommander

in large enterprise and service provider environments,

enables IT cost reporting and supports chargeback or show-

vCommander seamlessly overlays across your existing

back reporting based on an organization’s policies. It also

VMware environment, providing immediate value in your

analyzes costs across multiple platforms.

existing brownfield environments. Purpose-built on a
single code base, with integrated capabilities including
cost visibility, rightsizing and resource optimization, and
cloud governance.

Flexible Workﬂows and
Lifecycle Management
Easily customizable and extensible through a web-based
user interface, flexible pre & post provisioning workflows

Rich Self-Service Experience

include in-guest execution making vCommander suitable

Enable personalized self-service IT for end consumers

for any and all automation needs. Easily leverage any

through easily customizable service catalogs, and optionally

pre-existing scripts, or make use of vCommander’s library of

delegate commands like power controls, console access,

workflow building blocks.

snapshots or any other actions.

Intelligent Resource Optimization and
Cloud Governance
Improve IT resource utilization and optimize cost, through
rightsizing, intelligent workload placement, and AWS
Reserved Instance (RI) recommendations. Further enhance
costing and cloud governance through power scheduling
and AWS tag enforcement.

Provisioning Automation and
Application Deployment
Frictionless support of self-service provisioning with IT
policy based compliance, automates the end-to-end
delivery and continuous management of infrastructure and

Virtual Lab Management and DevOps
Automate virtual labs, manage test and development
environments, and enable DevOps processes while
leveraging integrated core features including quotas,
network fencing, VM sharing (LiveLink) and a fully featured
REST API.

Multi-Hypervisor and
Multi-Cloud Management
From a platform-neutral, single console, vCommander
analyzes, federates, manages and orchestrates across
private, public and hybrid cloud environments, including
VMware vSphere, Microsoft® Hyper-V, Amazon Web
Services (AWS) and Microsoft® Azure.

application services.

Who uses Embotics vCommander? Only the world’s best.

www.embotics.com

About Embotics
Embotics is the cloud automation company for IT organizations and service
providers that need to improve provisioning or enable self-service capabilities.
With a relentless focus on delivering a premier user experience and unmatched
customer support, Embotics is the fastest and easiest way to automate provisioning
across private/public/hybrid cloud infrastructures. Its flagship product, Embotics
vCommander, is used by organizations including Nordstrom, NASA, Fanatics,
Informatica and Charter Communications.

For more information:
www.embotics.com
info@embotics.com
+1 877 599 0494
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